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7.1 Introduction 

In an attempt to attain the security of a satisfactory level, the RSBP technique, 

discussed in chapter 6, allowed the storage expansion. The technique proposed in this 

chapter, the Recursive Substitutions of Bits Through Modulo-2 (RSBM) Detection of 

Sub-stream, removes the possibility of this overhead by doing a simple alteration from 

the RSBP technique. 

Like the RPMS technique, discussed in chapter 5, here in the RSBM technique 

also the basic operation to be performed is the modulo-2 operation. In this respect, it is 

different from the TE technique discussed in chapter 3 and the RPPO technique discussed 

in chapter 4, because here there is no application of Boolean algebra. 

Like all the other proposed techniques, this RSBM is also a bit-level application. 

So, after converting the source message to be transmitted into a stream of bits, the stream 

is to be decomposed into a finite number of blocks. Now, in the RSBP technique, to 

reduce the complexity it was suggested to take unique size for all the blocks. But here in 

the RSBM technique, since the basic technique is simpler than the RSBP technique and, 

moreover, since· there is no possibility of having the storage expansion, it is highly 

recommended to choose blocks of varying sizes. As it was shown in chapter 3, while 

implementing the TE technique, the key length becomes large enough to almost nullify 

the chance of breaking the cipher by cryptanalysis, if different block lengths are chosen. 

Now, for a certain block of bits, the code value and the rank value are to 

calculated. For this purpose, the decimal value corresponding to the block is to be 

computed. Depending on the modulo-2 operation on this decimal value, a 1-bit code 

value will be set. Preferably, the code value is set to 0 if the modulo-2 operation gives 0 

as the result and the sam~ is set to I ifthe result is I. The rank value is constituted on the 

basis of the position of the decimal value in the series of natural odd or even numbers, 

whichever be applicable. It also requires a modulo-2 operation. For a block of size N, the 

rank value requires exactly (N-1) bits, so that together with the 1-bit code value, exactly 

N bits are required to represent the block [51, 52, 53] 

Like in the RSBP technique, here also it is preferable not to place the code value 

and the rank value of a block together. Rather, it is suggested to place all the code values 

followed by all the rank values preferably in the reverse order. Unlike the RSBP 
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technique, here there is no necessity of placing extra bits between code values and rank 

values to make the size a multiple of 8, because of no expansion of block size by this 

approach. 

The technique of decryption involves collecting the code value and the 

corresponding rank value one by one and getting source blocks in this manner. 

The technique when is implemented with varying block sizes offers good security, 

no expansion in size being the added advantage. 

Section 7.2 discusses the scheme with pinpointing the exact difference between 

this and the RSBP technique. The technique is implemented in section 7.3 for the same 

confidential message that was considered in section 3.3 to be implemented using the TE 

technique. This section also includes a proposed format of the secret key for the 

te.chnique. Section 7.4 enlists the results from different perspectives after the technique is 

implemented for the same groups of files that were considered for the other proposed 

techniques. An analytical evaluation of the technique is presented in section 7.5. 

7.2 The Scheme 

After generating the stream of bits from the source message to be transmitted, it is 

to be decomposed into a finite number of blocks. Till this point, the technique is the same 

as all the other proposed techniques. Section 7.2.1 discusses the policy of encryption and 

the tec~nique to be followed for decryption is discussed in section 7.2.2. 

7.2.1 The Encryption Technique 

Since it is advised to decompose the source stream into blocks not nect!ssar_ily of 

the same length, in this section, first the approach to be followed for calculating the code 

value and the rank value for a block is discussed, then the technique to integrate all these 

Gode values and rank values to form the target stream will be discussed. 

· Following is the set of steps to be followed for calculating the code value and the 
. . 

rank value of a certain block. 

Step 1: For the block under consideration, say, of the length of L, calCulate 

the corresponding decimal number. Say, it is D. . . : 
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Step 2:Find out if D is odd or even. If D is odd, the code value for that 

block is I and if not so, it is 0. 

Step 3: l_n the series of natural odd or even numbers (whichever be 

applicable for D) in the range of 0 to (2L -I), find the position of D. 

Represent this position in terms of binary values, which will 

require (L-1) bits. This is the rank of this block. 

These three steps are to be repeated for all blocks, the number of 

which is, say. N. After finding all theN code values and theN rank 

values, those are to be integrated using the following set of steps. 

Step 4: In the target stream of bits, put all the N code values one by one 

starting from the MSB position. So, in the target stream, the first N 

bits are code values for N blocks. 

Step 5: For putting all the rank values in the target stream, we are to start 

from the Nth bit from the MSB position and then to come back bit

by-bit. Immediately after the Nth bit, put the rank value of the Nth 

block, followed by the rank value of the (N-1 Yh block, and so on. 

In this way, the rank value of the first block will be placed at the 

last. 

Consider the same I 6-bit stream S= I 0 I 0 I 00 I 0 I 0 I 00 I 0 that was considered in 

section 6.2.1 while discussing the RSBP technique. Here, blocks of different sizes being 

allowed, we decompose it into three blocks S 1 =I 0 I 0, S2= I 00 I and S3=0 I 0 I 00 I 0. 

Applying steps 1 to 3 for the block St=1010, we obtain the code value as 0 and 

the rank value as 101, since corresponding to S1, the decimal value is 10, which is 5th (0 

being the Oth even number) even ,number. 

Applying steps 1·to 3 for the block S2=1_001, we obtain the code value as I and 

the rank value as 100; since corresponding to S2, the decimal value is 9, which is 4th (I 

being the Oth odd numbe~) odd number. 

Applying steps 1 to 3 for the block S3=0 I 0 I 00 I 0, we obtain the code value as 0 

and the rank value as OIOIOo-t, since corresponding to S3, the decimal value is 82, which 

is 41st (0 being the 01h even number) even number. 
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Applying step 4, code values of three blocks are placed together to get "0 1 0" as 

the first three bits of the target stream. 

We apply step 5 to place all the rank values. After the last code value, we place 

the rank value "0 10100 r· of the last block (S3), followed by the rank value "1 OO"of the 

second-to-last block (S2). and finally followed by the rank value "101'' of the first block 

(St). 

In this way, the target stream is obtained as T=0100101001100101. 

Figure 7.2.1.1 is a pictorial representation of this approach. 
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Source Stream 

8=1010100101010010 

+ 
Block wise Decomposition 

8=1010/1001/01010010 

. *- .,, + 
Dt=1010 Dz=1001 l D3=01010010 

+ .,, + 
Code=O - Code=1 - ~ Code=O 
Rank=101 Rank=100 -- r- Rank=0101001 

I"" 

u ,,. v v ,, u 

I 0 1 0 0101001 100 101 I 
+ 

Target Stream 
T=0100101001100101 

Figure 7.2.1 . .1 . 
Pictorial Representation of Encrypting S=1010100101010010 using 

RSBM Technique 

It is to mention that for the same source stream S= I 0 I 0 I 00 I 0 I 0 I 0010, in figure 

6.2.1.1 it was shown that the target stream using the RSBP technique was 

"001100000000001001010110", which was 24 bits in length. 
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7.2.2 The Decryption Technique 

Like in the RSBP technique, here also in the policy of encryption, the strategy of 

distributing the code values and the rank values of all the source blocks was adopted with 

the objective of having an unambiguous decryption . As the result of that, the policy of 

decryption discussed in this section offers an absolute correct outcome. 

It is the secret key of the system with the help of which the receiver of the 

ciphertext will come to know the information regarding different blocks. This 

information includes two points: 

1. The total number of blocks created during the process of 

encryption 

2. The length of each of these blocks 

No''. from the point I the receiver will come to know the fact that how many bits 

starting from the MSB are code values. 

From point 2, it will be clear in the receiving end that exactly how many bits are 

to be extracted as the rank value corresponding to a particular code value; because for a 

block of siz~ N. ~xactly (N-1) bits were used to represent its rank value while encrypting 

the plaintext. 

Following is the set of steps to be followed for the purpose of decryption : 

Step 1: Find the total number of blocks from the secret key, say it is B. 

Therefore, along with ·the MSB-to-LSB direction, the first B bits 

(bit 0 to bit (B-1 )) represent code values for B blocks. 

Step 2:Consider the MSB of the encrypted stream. From the key, find the 

length of the first block. Say, it is N0. 

lfthe MSB is 0, 

l. Extract the block consisting of the last (N0-

I) bits of the encrypted stream. 

2. Calculate the decimal value corresponding 

to the block obtained in I. Say, it is 0 1• 

Mark this block as being processed. 

3. Calculate the 0 1 th even number in the series 

of natural numbers (with the assumption that 
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the position ofthe first even number is 0, not 

I). 

4. Calculate the N0-bit binary value 

corresponding to the decimal value obtained 

in 3. It is the first block. 

5. Mark the MS8 as being processed. 

If the MS8 is I, 

1. Extract the block consisting of the last (N0-

I) bits ofthe encrypted stream. 

2. Calculate the decimal value corresponding 

to the block obtained in 1. Say, it is 0 1• 

Mark this block as being processed. 

3. Calculate the 0 1 th odd number in the series 

of natural numbers (with the a_ssumption that 

the position of the first odd number is 0, not 

I). 

4. Calculate the N0-bit binary value 

corresponding to the decimal value obtained 

in 3. It is the first block. 

5. Mark the MSB as be·ing processed. 

Step 3: Repeat step 4 and step 5 for (8-1) number of times for the values of I· 

ranging from 1 to (8-1) as there are (8-1) more blocks left tp be 

considered. Set I = I . 

Step 4:Consider the 11
h bit from the MS8 position. Let it be denoted by T1• 

IfT1 = 1, 

1. From the secret key. find out the length of this 

block. Say. it is N 1• 

2. Consider the first unprocessed block of (N1-I) bits 

in the LS8-to-MS8 direction, convert the binary 

number represented by this ~lock of bits into. the 
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corresponding decimal, Say, it is M. Mark this 

block being processed. 

3. Find the Mth odd number in the series of natural 

numbers (with the assumption that the position of 

the first prime number is 0, not 1 ). 

4. The N1-bit binary number corresponding to the 

decimal odd number obtained in 3 is the l1
h source 

block. 

From the secret key, find out the length of this 

block. Say, it is N1• 

2. Consider the first unprocessed block of (N 1-1) bits 

in the LSB-to-MSB direction, convert the binary 

number represented by this block of bits into the 

corresponding decimal, Say, it is M. Mark this 

block being processed. 

3. Find the M1
h even number in the series of natural 

numbers (with the assumption that the position of 

the first prime number is 0, not 1 ). 

4. The N1-bit binary number corresponding to the 

decimal even number obtained in 3 is the l1
h source 

block. 

Step S:Let I:::::: I+ I. 

Step 6:Concatenate all the blocks obtained so far in the sequence of their 

generation and this is the source stream. 

Consider the same example that was considered in section 7 .2.1. 

The 16-bit target stream as generated T=O 1 001 0 1 0011 00 1 0 1. 

Following step 1, using the secret key we find that the total number of blocks is 3, 

so that the target stream now can be subdivided into two portions as follows: 
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T= 010 0101001100101 

T + 
Code Values Rank Values 

Following step 2, we first consider the MSB, which is 0. Using the secret key we 

find that the length of the first block is N0=4, so that it is understood that N0-I =3 bits are 

required to represent the rank of this block. Accordingly, we extract the last three bits 

"IOI'' from the target stream. Combining the code value and the rank value, we find the 

fact that the block that is to be generated is corresponding to the 5th even number in the 

series of natural numbers, which is I 0, so that the corresponding 4-bit binary value I 0 I 0 

is the resultant block. 

Using step 4 repeatedly for remammg two blocks, we obtain the following 

information: 

1. The second block corresponds to the odd number (the code value 

being I) of position 4 (the rank value being 1 00), which is 9, so 

that the 4-bit second block is I 001. 

2. The third block corresponds to the even number (the code value 

being 0) of position 41 (the rank value being 010 I 0~ I). which is 

82, so that the 8-bit third block is 01010010. 

Concatenating all the blocks generated in the same sequence, the source stream is 

obta.ined as S=l0101001010100IO. 

Figure 7.2.2.1 n!pr~sents this example diagrammatically. 
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Serial 
No. of 
Block 
1 
2 
3 

Target Stream 

T=0100101001100101 

Dividing Target Stream into Code Va 
Section (C), Rank Values Section (R) 

c v· R I 
I 0 1 0 I 0101001 100 101 I . 

I .4jl ~ll 1 

Correspondence between C and R 
Code Odd// Rank Positional Decimal Binary 
Value Even j Value Value Number 

! 

101 5 10 1010 • 0 Even ..... 

1 Odd 100 4 9 1001 
......_ 
..:.; 

0 Even 0101001 41 82 01010010 ..... 
Generation of Source Stream by 
concatenating Binary Blocks 

~lr 

s = 1010100101010010 

Figure 7.2.2.1 
Pictorial Representation of Decrypting T=0100101001100101 using 

RSBM Technique 

7.3 Implementation 

lues 

Whenever in any technique it is suggested to form blocks of varying lengths, the 

format of the secret key becomes very vital; because in such a case, the frequent 

accessing of the secret key becomes inevitable during the process of decryption. This 

section chooses the same plaintext that was chosen in section 3.3 while implementing the 
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TE technique. Following is the plaintext to be encrypted using the RSBM technique 

before being transmitted: 

"TERRORIST ATTACK SUSPECTED HOTEL SNOWVIEW DEC 06 ALERT" 

Here also we consider some prefixed rules or agreement, which ·were also 

considered while encrypting using the TE technique. Following are the rules 

• The maximum number of characters allowed in the message is 60. 

• The maximum length of a block is 32 bits. 

• The maximum number of blocks is 20. 

Now, in contrast to the proposed format of secret key shown in figure 8.2.2.1 for 

the TE technique, here the structure will be different and it does not require 180 bits to 

ensure the correct decryption. Since to represent the length of a block, 6 bits are required, 

and at most there can be 20 blocks. a total of 120 bits are enough to complete the key 

structure. Figure 7.3.1 shows this structure. 
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Position of s.i,ts 
0 29 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Size of 
Block 1 

Size of 
Block 2 

Size of 
Block3 

Size of 
Block 4 

Size of 
Block 5 

Position of s.i,ts 
30 59 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Size of 
Block 6 

Size of 
Block 7 

Size of 
BlockS 

Size of 
Block 9 

Size of 
Block 10 

Position of s.i,ts 
60 89 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1·1 I I I I I I I 
Size of Size of Size of Size of Size of 

Block 11 Block 12 Block 13 Block 14 Block 15 

Position of s.i,ts 
90 . 119 

I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Size of Size of Size of . Size of Size of 

Block 16 Block 17 Block 18 Block 19 Block 20 

Figure 7.3.1 
Format of 120-Bit Secret Key 

Table 7.3.1 . enlists the considerations to· be followed during the process of 

encryption. 
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Table 7.3.1 
Different Considerations for Encryption using RSBM Technique 

Total Number of Blocks: 16 

Size of Block 1 32 Size of Block 5 24 Size of Block 9 32 Size of Block 13 24 

Size of Block 2 32 Size of Block 6 24 Size of Block 10 32 Size of Block 14 16 

Size of Block 3 32 Size of Block 7 24 Size of Block 11 32 Size of Block IS 24 

Size of Block 4 32 Size of Block 8 24 Size of Block 12 16 Size of Block 16 32 

Following the format of the 120-bit secret key shown in figure 7.3.1, the key will 

be as shown in figure 7.3.2. 

The Secret Key 
(Using "/" as Separators) 

100000/100000/100000/100000/011000/011000/011000/011000/100000 
/100000/100000/010000/011000/010000/011000/100000/000000/00000 
0/000000/000000 

The Secret Key 
(Removing"/") 

1000001000001000001000000110000110000110000110001000001000 
0010000001000001100001000001100010000000000000000000000000 
nMO 

Figure 7 .3.2 
120-bit Secret Key in RSBM Technique 

By converting characters into bytes using table 3.3.2 in chapter 3, we obtain the 

following source str~am of bits of the length of 432 bits: 
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010101000100010101010010010100100100111101010010010010010101001101010011 

001000000100000101010100010101000100000101000011010010110010000001010011 

010101010101001101010000010001010100001101010100010001010100010000100000 

010010000010111101010100010001010100110000100000010100110100111001001111 

010101110101011001001001010001010101011100100000010001000100010101000011 

001000000011000000110110001000000100000101001100010001010101001001010100 

Using the secret key, we construct table 7.3.2, where all the blocks are shown. 

Table 7.3.2 
Different Blocks Considered for Encryption in RSBM Technique 

Block 1 01010100010001010101001001010010 Block 9 00101111010101000100010101001100 

Block2 01001111010100100100100101010011 Block 10 00100000010100110100111001001111 

Block3 01010011001000000100000101010100 Block 11 01010111010101100100100101000101 

Block4 01010100010000010100001101001011 Block 12 0 I 0 10 II 100 100000 

BlockS 001000000101001101010101 Block 13 010001000100010101000011 

Block 6 010100110101000001000101 Block 14 0010000000110000 

Block 7 0 1 0000 Ito 10 I 0 I 000 1000 1111 Block 15 001101100010000001000001 

BlockS 0 1 000 I 0000 I 00000111 flO HIOU Block 16 IIIUOJJOOOJOOOIIIIOJOIOOIOOIOIIIIOII 

Different steps of the process of encryption are presented in tabular form in table 

7.3.3 and table 7.3.4. Table 7.3.3 finds through modulo-2 operations whether different 

blocks represent even or odd numbers, and whatever is the case. it also finds positions in 

the series of natural numbers. 
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Table 7.3.3 
Different Steps during Encryption (Part 1) in RSBM Technique 

Block Block Decimal Even/ Position 
Sr. Value Odd 
No. 

1 01010100010001010101001001010010 1413829202 Even 706914601 

2 01001111010100100100100101010011 1330792787 Odd 665396393 

3 01010011001000000100000101010100 1394622804 Even 697311402 

4 01010100010000010100001101001011 1413563211 Odd 706781605 

5 001000000101001101010101 2118485 Odd 1059242 

6 010100110101000001000101 5460037 Odd 2730018 

7 010000110101010001000101 4412485 Odd 2206242 

8 010001000010000001001000 4464712 Even 2232356 

9 00101111010101000100010101001100 794051916 Even 397025958 

10 00100000010100110100111001001111 542330447 Odd 271165223 

II 01010111010101100100100101000101 1465272645 Odd 732636322 

12 0101011100100000 22304 Even '11152 

13 010001000100010101000011 4474179 Odd 2237089 

14 0010000000110000 8240 Even 4120 . 

15 001101100010000001000001 3547201 Odd 1773600 

16 01001100010001010101001001010100 1279611476 Even 639805738 

From information in the last two columns in table 7.3.3, code values· and rank 

values of all the blocks are tabulated in table 7.3.4. 
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Table 7.3.4 
Different Steps during Encryption (Part 2) in RSBM Technique 

Block Block 1-Bit (L-1)-Bit 
si-. No. Length Code Rank 

(L) Value Value 
1 32 0 0101010001000101010100100101001 

2 32 1 0100111101010010010010010101001 

3 32 0 0101001100100000010000010101010 

4 32 1 0101010001000001010000110100101 

5 24 1 00100000010100110101010 

6 24 1 .01010011010100000100010 

7 24 1 01000011010101000100010 

8 24 0 01000100001000000100100 

9 32 0 0010111101010100010001010100110 

10 32 1 0010000001010011010011100100111 

11 32 1 0101011101010110010010010100010 

12 16 0 010101110010000 

13 24 1 01000100010001010100001 

14 16 0 . 001000000011000 

15 24 1 00110110001000000100000 

16 32 0 0100110001000101010100100101010 

By combining all code values from table 7.3.4 jn the sequence of blocks, we 

construct the code value section (C) as follows: 

0101111001101010 

To construct the rank value section (R), we combine all rank values from table 

3.3.5 in the reverse sequence, which means that the last rank value is to be placed first. 

followed by the previous rank value, and so on,. Following this approach, we construct R 

as follows: 

010011000100010101010010010101000110110001000000100000001000 

00001100001000100010001010100Q010101011100100000101011101010 

11001001~010100010001000000101001101001110010011100101111010 
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101000100010101001100100010000100000010010001000011010101000 

100010010100110101000001000100010000001010011010101001010100 

010000010100001101001010101001100100000010000010101010010011 

11010100100100100101010010101010001000101010100100101001 

Finally, we construct the encrypted stream T by the following operation: 

T=C+R 

"'+" denoting the concatenation operation. Following is the encrypted stream T: 
010111100110101001001100010001010101001001010100011011000100 

000010000000100000001100001000100010001010100001010101110010 

000010101110101011001001001010001000100000010100110100111001 

001110010111101010100010001010100110010001000010000001001000 

100001101010100010001001010011010100000100010"001000000101001 

101010100101010001000001010000110100101010100110010000001000 

001010101001001111010100100100100101010010101010001000101010 

100100101001 

We re-write T m byte wise format as following to convert into stream of 

characters: 

01011110/01101010/01001100/01000101/01010010/01010100/01101100/ 

01000000/10000000/10000000/11000010/00100010/00101010/00010101/ 

01110010/00001010/11101010/11001001/00101000/10001000/00010100/ 

11010011/10010011/10010111/10101010/00100010/10100110/01000100/ 

00100000/01001000/10000110/10101000/1000100i/01001101/01000001/ 

00010001/00oo0010/10011010/10H)0101/01000100/00010100/00110100/ 

10101010/01100100/00001000/00101010/10010011/11010100/10010010/ 

01010100/10101010/00100010/10101001/00101001 

From this re-written T, we obtain the encrypted text or th~· ciphertext looking like 

. the following: 

"jLERTI@C<;T'*§Ml(le~ ILo iii'=JD Ha;,eMA ~ND~4"11a*o btEJ1" ~ 
Since the. same plaintext as in chapter 3 is taken here for the purpose .of 

imp_lementation, pictorially. using the same format of figure 3.3.19 in chapter 3, \Ve · 

present this implementation in figure 7.3.3. 
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Source Message 

TERRORIST ATTACK SUSPECTED HOTEL SNOWVIEW DEC 06 ALERT 

Process of Encryption 

Secret Key 
10000010000010000010000001 
10000110000110000110001000 ------------1 00100000100000010000011000 

Passing Secret Key 

Encrypted Message 

Figure 7 .3.3 

01000001100010000000000000 
0000000000000000 

Generating Encrypted Message from Source using 120-Bit Secret Key in 
RSBM Technique 

7.4 Results 

In this section different sample files have been encrypted. u~ing the RSBM 

technique for blocks of unique length of only 8 bits. One advantage of using small blocks 

is the fast implementation, but as it is being discussed ~hroughout the thesis, that for 

ensuring the security of the highest level blocks of lengths at le~t· of 64 bits are to be 

considered [ 44,51]. 

Section 7.4.1 shows results of the encryption/decryption. time· and the chi square 

value, section 7.4.2 depicts pictorial result of the frequency distribution tests, section · 

7.4.3 presents results of the comparison with the RSA systeni. 
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7.4.1 Result of Encryption/Decryption Time and Chi Square Value 

For the experimental purpose, the RSBM technique has been implemented for the 

unique block size of 8 bits. Section 7.4.1.1 to section 7.4.1.5 presents results for files of 

different categories, namely, .EXE, .COM, .DLL, .SYS, and .CPP. Each section consists 

of tables with information on the source file name and size, the encrypted file name, the 

encryption time, the decryption time, and the chi square value, with the degree of 

freedom. All the results obtained suggest the fact that there exists a tendency of 

increasing the encryption/decryption time linearly with the source size [55, 56]. 

7.4.1.1 Result for EXE Files 

Table 7 .4.1.1.1 presents the result for .EXE files. Ten files have been considered. 

The size of a file is in the range of 11611 bytes to 59398 bytes. The encryption time is in 

the range of 0.4900 seconds to 1.3800 seconds, whereas the decryption time lies in the 

range of 0.0500 seconds to 0.1700 seconds. The Chi Square value is between 15058 and 

117233 with the degree of freedom ·ranging between 248 and 255. 

Table 7.4.1.1.1 
Result for EXE Files for RSBM Technique 

Source File Encrypted Source Encryption Decryption Chi Degree 
File File Time Time Square of 

Size Value Freedom 
TLIB.EXE Al.EXE 37220 0.8299 0.1600 113159 255 

MAKER. EX£ A2.EXE 59398 1.3800 0.1600 117233 .255 

UNZIP. EX£ A3.EXE 23044 0.4900 0.0600 15058 255 

RPPO.EXE A4.EXE 35425 0.9900 0.1600 40176 255 

PRIME. EX£ A5.EXE 37152 0.8299 0.1600 44662 255 

TCDEFEXE A6.EXE 11611 0.5500 0.0600 21847 254 
' 

TRIANGLE. EX£ A7.EXE 36242 0.7699 0.1600 41091 255 

PJNG.EXE AB.EXE 24576 0.6600 0.1100 35076 . 248 

NETSTAT.EXE A9.EXE 32768 0.6600 0.1700 63082 255 

CUPBRD.EXE AIO.EXE 18432 0.5000 0.0500 43157 255 

The graphical relationship between the source file s1ze · and · the 

encryption/decryption time for .EXE files is shown in figure 7.4.1.1.1. Here the required 
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encryption/decryption times are too marginal to draw any conclusion regarding their 

nature. 
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7.4.1.2 Result for COM Files 

Table 7.4.1.2.1 presents the result for .COM files. Ten files have been considered. 

The size of a file is in the range of 5239 bytes to 29271 bytes. The encryption time is in 

th~ range of 0.2200 seconds to 0. 7700 seconds, whereas the decryption time lies in the 

range of 0.0000 seconds to· 0.1100 seconds. The Chi Square value is between 5080 and 

39050 with the degree of freedom ranging between 230 and 255. 
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Table 7.4.1.2.1 
Result for COM Files for RSBM Technique 

Source File Encrypted Source Encryption Decryption Chi Degree 
File File Time Time Square of 

Size Value Freedom 
EMSTEST.COM A/.COM 19664 0.6600 0.0600 27754 255 

THELP.COM A2.COM 11072 0.3800 0.0600 19795 250 

WIN. COM A3.COM 24791 0.7700 0.0600 36397 252 

KEY B. COM A4.COM 19927 0.6600 0.0600 39050 255 

CHO/CE.COM A5.COM 5239 0.2200 0.0000 5989 232 

DISKCOPY.COM A6.COM 21975 0.6100 0.1100 26877 254 

DOSKEY.COM A7.COM 15495 0.7200 0.1100 25433 253 

MODE. COM A B. COM 29271 0.7700 0.1100 34737 255 

MORE. COM A9.COM 10471 0.3300 0.0500 5080 230 

SYS.COM AIO.COM 18967 0.4900 0.1100 26524 254 

The graphical relationship between the source size and the encryption time for 

.COM files is shown ·in figure 7.4.1.2.1. Although there exists a tendency of having 

almost linear increment of the encryption time with the source size with a few exceptions. 

but the required times are too marginal to draw any conclusion. 
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7.4.1.3 Result for DLL Files / 

I 

Table 7.4.1.3.1 presents the result for .DLL files. Ten files have been considered. 

The size of a file is in the range of 3216 bytes to 58368 bytes. The encryption time is in 

the range of 0.1100 seconds to 0.9900 seconds, whereas the decryption time lies in the 

range of 0.0000 seconds to 0.1700 seconds. The Chi Square value is between 5604 and 

108189 with the degree of freedom ranging between 217 and 255. 

Table 7.4.1.3.1 
Result for DLL Files for RSBM Technique 

Source File Encrypted Source Encryption Decryption Chi Degree 
File File Time Time Square of 

Size Value Freedom 
SNMPAPI.DLL Al.DLL 32768 0.6600 0.1700 52620 253 

KPSHARP.DLL A2.DLL 31744 0.6600 0.1100 90282 254 

W/NSOCK.DLL A3.DLL 21504 0.5500 0.0500 73168 252 

SPWHPT.DLL A4.DLL 32792 0.8800 0.1700 80508 255 

HIDCI.DLL A5.DLL 3216 0.1100 0.0000 5604 217 

PFPJCK.DLL A6.DLL 58368 1.3200 0.1_7.00 85428 255 

NDDEAPI.DLL A7.DLL 14032 0.3300 0.1100 41512 249 

NDDENB.DLL A8.DLL 10976 0.2800 0.1100 40654 251 

/CCC ODES. DLL A9.DLL 20992 0.6000 0.1100 68138 252 

KPSCALE.DLL AJO.DLL 31232 0.9900 0.1100 108189 255 

Figure 7.4.1.3.1 establishes the graphical relationship between the source size and 

the encryption/decryption time for .DLL files. Here also encryption/decryption times are 

too marginal to draw any fixed conclusion about their nature. 
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7 .4.1.4 Result for SYS Files 

Table 7.4.1.4.1 presents the result for .SYS files. Ten files have been considered. 

The size of a file is in the range of 1 I 05 bytes to 33191 bytes. The encryption time is in 

the range of 0.0600 seconds to 0.9900 seconds, whereas the decryption time lies in the 

range of 0.0000 seconds to 0.1700 seconds. The Chi Square value is between 2977 and 

67190 with the degree of freedom ranging between 165 and 255. 

Table 7.4.1.4.1 
Result for SYS Files for RSBM Technique 

Source File Encrypted Source Encryption Decryption Chi Degree 
File File Time Time Square of 

Size Value Freedom 
HIMEM.SYS .Al. SYS 33191 0.9900 0.1100 29029 255 

RAMDRIVE.SYS A2. Si;S 12663 0.3300 0.0500 11376 241 

USBD.SYS A3.SYS 18912 0.4900 0.1100 45673 255 

CMD6/0XSYS A4.SYS 24626 0.7700 0.1100 45907 255 

CMD640X2.SYS A5.SYS 20901. 0.7600 0.1100 62374 255 

REDBOOK.SYS A6.SYS 5664 0.2200 0.1100 11661 230 

/FSHLP.SYS . A7.SYS 3708 0.2200 0.0000 5710 237 

ASP/2HLP.SYS A8.SYS 1105 0.0600 0.0500 1088 165 

DBLBUFF.SYS A9.SYS 2614 0.0600 0.0500 2977 215 

CCPORT.SYS A/O.SYS 31680 0.9300 0.1700 67190 255 
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Figure 7.4.1..4.1 exhibits the relationship between the source size and the 

encryption time for .SYS files. Here the relationship is observed to be almost linear in 

nature. 
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7.4.1.5 Result for CPP Files 

Table 7.4.1.4.1 presents the result for .CPP files. Ten files have been considered. 

The size of a file is in the range of 1257 bytes to 32150 bytes. The encryption time is in 

the range of 0.0500 seconds to 0.9900 seconds, whereas the decryption time lies in the 

range of 0.0000 seconds to 0.1100 seconds. The Chi Square value is between 965 and 

131367 with the degree of freedom ranging between 69 and 90. 
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Table 7.4.1.5.1 
Result for CPP Files for RSBM Technique 

Source File Encrypted Source Encryption Decryption Chi Degree 
File File Time Time Square of 

Size Value Freedom 
BRICKS.CPP A/.CPP 16723 0.4900 0.0600 38464 88 

PROJECT.CPP A2.CPP 32150 0.9900 0.1100 131367 90 

ARITHCPP A3.CPP 9558 0.2700 0.0600 15345 77 

START.CPP A4.CPP 14557 0.4400 0.0500 38457 88 

CHARTCOMCPP A5.CPP 14080 0.3300 0.0500 28785 84 

8/T/O.CPP A6.CPP 4071 0.1100 0.0500 6013 70 

MAINCCPP A7.CPP 4663 0.1600 0.0500 6245 83 

TTEST.CPP AB.CPP 1257 0.0500 0.0000 965 69 

DO.CPP A9.CPP 14481 0.4400 0.0600 36742 88 

CAL.CPP AIO.CPP 9540 0.2200 0.0600 15436 77 

Figure 7.4.1.5.1 is a graphical representation of the almost linear relationship of 

the encryption time with the source size for .CPP files. The figure also exhibits the nature 

of the decryption time,'' hich is observed not to vary too much with the source size. 
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7.4.2 Result of Frequency Distribution Tests 

The frequency distribution test between each of the 50 sample pairs of the source 

file and the encrypted file has been perfonned. It is seen for all cases that the characters 

in the encrypted files are well distributed, which indicates that the technique proposed 
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here is quite compatible with existing techniques. The red bars represent frequencies of 

characters in the encrypted file and those in blue color represent frequencies of characters 

in the source file. The frequencies of characters in encrypted files are evenly distributed. 

Therefore the source and the corresponding encrypted file are heterogeneous in nature. 

Hence it can be interpreted that through the proposed technique, a good quality of 

encryption is obtained. Here in figure 7.4.2.1 to figure 7.4.2.5, some results have been 

shown. 

Figure 7.4.2.1 
Frequency Distribution between 

TLIB.EXE and Encrypted FOXl.EXE in RSBM Technique 

Ch-r.-c::::t-.--

Figure 7.4.2.2 
Frequency Distribution between 

EMSTEST.COM and Encrypted FOXl.COM in RSBM Technique 
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Figure 7.4.2.3 
Frequency Distribution between 

SNMP API.DLL and Encrypted FOXl.DLL in RSBM Technique 

Ch•r--.c::t:-.-.. 

Figure 7 .4.2.4 
Frequency Distribution between 

HIMEM.SYS and Encrypted FOXl.SYS in RSBM Technique 
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Figure 7.4.2.5 
Frequency Distribution between 

BRICKS.CPP and Encrypted FOXl.CPP in RSBM Technique 

7.4.3 Comparison with RSA Technique 

An analytical conclusion is attempted to establish on the efficiency of the 

proposed RSBM technique in terms of the result obtained for .CPP files. Table 7 .4.3 .1 

enlists chi square values between .CPP sample files and corresponding encrypted files 

using both the proposed RSBM and the existing RSA techniques. Here the source file 

ranges from 1257 bytes to 32150 bytes in size. The chi Square value between a source 

file and the corresponding encrypted file, encrypted using the proposed RSBM technique, 

lies in the range of 965 to 131367, whereas the same for the RSA technique is in the 

range from 3652 to 655734. The degree of freedom ranges from 69 to 90. 
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Table 7.4.3.1 
Comparative Result between Proposed RSBM and Existing RSA on the basis of 

Ch" S V I 1 ,quare a ues 
Source File Source Encrypted Encrypted Chi Chi Degree 

Size File using File using Square Square of 
RSBM RSA Value Value Freedom 

Technique Technique between between 
(1) (2) (3) (1) and (2) (1) and (3) 

BRICKS.CPP 16723 FOXI.CPP CPPI.CPP 38464 200221 88 

PROJECT.CPP 32150 FOX2.CPP CPP2.CPP 131367 197728 90 

AR/TH.CPP 9558 FOX3.CPP CPP3.CPP 15345 273982 77 

START.CPP 14557 FOX4.CPP CPP4.CPP 38457 49242 88 

CHARTCOM.CPP 14080 FOX5.CPP CPP5.CPP 28785 105384 84 

8/T/O.CPP 4071. FOX6.CPP CPP6.CPP 6013 52529 70 

MAINC.CPP 4663 FOX7.CPP CPP7.CPP 6245 4964 83 

TTEST.CPP 1257 FOXB.CPP CPPB.CPP 965 3652 69 

DO.CPP 14481 FOX9.CPP CPP9.CPP 36742 655734 88 

CAL.CPP 9540 FOXJO.CPP CPP/O.CPP 15436 216498 77 

Figure 7.4.3.1 graphically shows this comparison. Here brown horizontal bars 

stand for results applying the RSA technique, whereas the blue horizontal bars stand for 

results applying the proposed RSBM technique. As is shown in the figure, in most of the 

cases brown bars are longer than the corresponding blue bars. Therefore in terms of Chi 

Square value results obtained from applying the RSBM technique is not satisfactory 

enough. 
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Figure 7.4.3.1 
Comparison between Proposed RSBM Technique and 

Existing RSA Technique in terms of Chi Square Values 

7.5 Analysis and Conclusion including Comparison with RPSP, TE, RPPO, 

RPMS, RSBP 

Out of all the six proposed techniques, this RSBM encryption technique provides 

the least satisfactory result in terms of the Chi Square value. Table 7.5.1 enlists the 

comparative result. The average Chi Square value obtained is 40581.68. Since the 

technique is practically implemented for the unique block length of only 8 bits, the 

average encryption time (0.559594 seconds) and the average decryption time (0.0902 

seconds) are observed to be lesser than those for almost all the other proposed techniques. 

Graphically these comparisons have been drawn in chapter 10 [ 48, 49, 50, 51 , 52]. 
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Table 7.5.1 
Average Encryption/Decryption Time and Chi Square Value obtained in 

All Proposed Techniques 

Proposed Average Average Average Average I 
Technique Encryption Decryption Chi Square Degree of I 

Time Time Value Freedom 
RPSP 8.75713800 8.73955200 10701.70 I 
TE 0.86703290 0.94175818 64188.04 I 
RPPO 0.73186806 7.03076904 85350.94 

I 214 

RPMS 0.23659592 0.15137143 140196.94 
i 

RSBP 0.74673470 0.11040816 201990.76 

RSBM 0.55959400 0.09020000 40581.68 
I 
~ 

The RSBM policy of encryption matches most with the RPMS policy, since in 

both these policies, there exist no cycle, no alteration in file size, and no option available 

for a source block to choose an encrypted block. Naturally, like in the RPMS policy, it is 

th·e higher degree of variation in block sizes that can cause a steadily improved 

performance in enhancing security. Results presented in section 7.4 only establish an idea 

of practical implementation . But for attaining a real success, the decomposition of the 

source stream of bits is to be done in a tactful way, as is shown in section 8.2.4. so that a 

reasonably long key space may be generated. 
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